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Abstract
Massive-scale self-administered networks like Peer-to-Peer and Sensor Networks have data distributed across thousands of
participant hosts. These networks are highly dynamic with short-lived hosts being the norm rather than an exception. In recent years,
researchers have investigated best-effort algorithms to efficiently process aggregate queries (e.g., sum, count, average, minimum
and maximum) on these networks. Unfortunately, query semantics for best-effort algorithms are ill-defined, making it hard to
reason about guarantees associated with the result returned. In this paper, we specify a correctness condition, Single-Site Validity,
with respect to which the above algorithms are best-effort. We present a class of algorithms that guarantee validity in dynamic
networks. Experiments on real-life and synthetic network topologies validate performance of our algorithms, revealing the hitherto
unknown price of validity.
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Consider an aggregate query that has to be computed over data hosted in a network of n hosts. A simple approach is
to ship data from the n hosts and store it in a central database where query processing can take place (the warehousing
approach [5]). The database can take steps (e.g., concurrency control) to ensure valid semantics for the query: the
aggregate reflects data for some snapshot of the network. Although simple, such data shipping from all hosts in the
network incurs a high communication cost both in the network and at the central database host.
The alternative approach is to leverage the computational capabilities of hosts in the network by shipping the query
and processing it using a distributed query plan (the in-network processing approach [5]). An efficient query plan
enables only relevant data to be shipped thereby reducing communication cost.
The emergence of large-scale self-administered networks over the last decade has forced us to think about scenarios
of network sizes of the order of thousands or millions of short-lived hosts. Peer-to-Peer (P2P) and Sensor Networks are
prime examples of such massively distributed data-centric networks. P2P Networks like Gnutella, KaZaa and Freenet
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Fig. 1. Ill-Defined Semantics: (a) Sensor Network with 16 sensors, (b) Broadcast, and (c) Convergecast. Failure of sensors A and B after Broadcast
leads to counts of 15 and 6, respectively. Which of these is correct and why?
have been used for file-sharing by millions of hosts that have short lifetimes.1 A sensor network [12,18,32] consists
of thousands of sensors that monitor their environment in real-time, communicate over a wireless network and have
lifetimes dictated by their internal battery unit.
In-network processing has been the approach of choice for large-scale networks in several projects [7,14,22,37,38,
40]. A distributed query plan however requires us to deal with dynamism in the network, and the semantics of the final
answer returned. In traditional distributed database systems, a host failure leads to an abort of the query. However, in
large-scale networks, we want query processing to continue even if a “few” hosts fail. Unfortunately, the algorithms
proposed have been best-effort and the semantics of the aggregate thus computed are rather ill-defined in the presence
of host failures.
Example 1.1. Consider the Sensor Network shown in Fig. 1(a) on which a user wishes to count the number of active
sensors. Proposed algorithms [22,38,40] process such aggregate queries in two phases. In the first (Broadcast) phase,
the query floods the network and a spanning tree is built on the sensors (Fig. 1(b)). In the second (Convergecast)
phase, sub-tree counts are propagated up from the leaves to the root (Fig. 1(c)). Each interior host adds together its
sub-tree counts with a 1 for itself, and propagates the result to its parent.
A failure-free execution of Convergecast returns count equal to 16 as the answer. However, even if there is a single
failure in the network, the answer returned could vary from count equal to 16 to count equal to 6 depending on which
sensor failed and when. The user is thus unable to associate a meaning to the count value returned: What is the correct
answer and how does it relate to the value returned?
In large-scale self-administered networks, host failures are the norm rather than an exception, and it is necessary
to give a meaning to query results obtained as the network undergoes topology changes and host failures during the
query processing. We propose defining query semantics for dynamic networks, and by extension revisiting the query
processing algorithm itself. In this paper we present motivation, methodology and performance results on designing
algorithms that ensure valid semantics.
Example 1.2. What is the meaning of the answer to a query? The desire to associate semantics with a query result is
certainly not new and this question has been answered in a variety of domains by researchers. For instance, Hellerstein
et al. [15] suggest performing aggregation online to allow users to observe the progress of their queries. A running
aggregate is displayed to the user as an estimate of the final result based on the tuples retrieved so far. By itself,
the running aggregate is meaningless to the user. The semantics of the running aggregate are fixed by associating
properties of “Confidence” and “Interval Bounds.” The above two properties together give a probabilistic estimate of
the running aggregate’s proximity to the final result.
1.1. Our contribution (validity semantics)
In this paper, we develop a simple and intuitively appealing correctness condition for queries on dynamic networks.
We say that a query result is single-site valid if it is “equivalent,” in a sense formally defined in Section 4, to a
1 The median session duration for a Gnutella host was measured as 60 min in 2001 [35].
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approximate query domains. We propose an in-network processing scheme, WILDFIRE, that computes single-site
valid results for aggregate (min, max, count, sum and avg) queries (Section 5). We compare its performance against
efficient best-effort algorithms on real-life and synthetic networks (Section 6).
Our results show that while existing best-effort algorithms perform poorly, WILDFIRE returns valid answers even
under high dynamism. WILDFIRE incurs similar costs as best-effort algorithms for min and max queries, but has to
pay 5 times higher communication cost for count and sum queries. Single-Site Validity and WILDFIRE represent a
first step in a larger effort to understand query processing in dynamic networks. In this paper we focus on developing
and achieving validity semantics; we leave fine tuning as future research.
2. Related work
Aggregate queries have been a topic of much research in recent years as aggregates are a useful means of sum-
marizing state for large-scale networks. For example, aggregate queries can be used to deduce usage trends in P2P
networks [37,39] (e.g., average load on hosts in the network, average lifetime of hosts) and are of primary interest
in sensor networks [12] (e.g., average temperature readings recorded in an area). Moreover, dynamic networks have
been associated with environments where communication is a premium (e.g., low bandwidth hosts in P2P Networks,
high cost of transmitting wireless messages in Sensor Networks) and aggregation schemes have been proposed as a
means of reducing communication costs [17,22,38].
The issues explored in this paper are akin to the questions raised by Imielinski and Badrinath [16] on querying
transient data in mobile distributed networks: “Information changes so fast in our application that it may change
during query evaluation. This creates an interesting research problem on the very basic, semantic level. What is the
meaning of the answer to the query? How to compute it and how to augment it?” We briefly review such work as has
been done in the context of dynamic P2P and Sensor Networks.
2.1. Append-only continuous query semantics
Bonnet et al. [5] propose a data model and continuous query semantics for sensor networks that mixes stored
relational data at a central host with data extracted from Sensor Networks represented as time series. Each continuous
query defines a persistent view which is maintained during a given time interval. The model allows append-only
inserts to the sensor data sequence and it does not specify how to incorporate changes due to host failures. It also does
not consider effects of failures of hosts that are participating in the query plan for view maintenance.
2.2. Eventual consistency
Gossip-based or epidemic algorithms [1,9] are known to be tolerant of random failures of hosts in a network.
Epidemic algorithms for aggregate computation [14,19,37] operate over multiple rounds. In each round, each host
exchanges information with one or a few hosts chosen at random. The guarantees of the final result obtained from
such “gossiping” are probabilistic in nature and afford weak semantics of eventual consistency. In the presence of
updates and host failures, epidemic algorithms can only guarantee that a correct answer reflecting the changes will
be returned eventually (e.g., when updates or host failures cease and the network becomes stable). In a recent line of
research, Boyd et al. [6] showed that, for gossip-based averaging algorithms, the convergence time for obtaining the
solution is lower bounded by the mixing time of the Markov chain associated with the averaging algorithm.
2.3. Best-effort semantics
Best-effort algorithms [7,14,22,38,40] opt for a “lossy” query processing and declare answers that can be arbitrarily
bad in the presence of host failures. The algorithms use a combination of Broadcast and Convergecast as a mechanism
for query processing. One or more spanning trees are built on the relevant hosts using Broadcast; data is aggregated
along the trees using Convergecast. As we discuss in Section 4.4, the final results can be arbitrarily bad if hosts fail
during Convergecast.
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Completeness [14] or Relative Error [7,40] have been used to measure the validity of query results. Completeness is
the percentage of hosts in the network whose data contributed to the final query result. Relative Error is | x̂
x
− 1| where
x̂ is the reported result and x is the “true” result. These are essentially validity metrics that can only be computed by
an Oracle (with a perfect view of the dynamic network) post processing, and not properties that can be associated with
the query processing algorithm.
The aggregation operators proposed in Section 5 use the probabilistic counting schemes of Flajolet and Martin [13].
Similar techniques were used by Palmer et al. [28] for approximating the neighbor function of a disk-based graph, and
in a concurrent work, by Considine et al. [7] and by Nath et al. [25].
3. Problem setting
In this section, we define the problem of computing an aggregate query over data distributed across hosts in a
network. The input to the problem is a set of hosts H = {h1, h2, . . . , hn} and a querying host hq that issues an
aggregate query. Each host is said to possess attribute-value pairs, which are appropriately named and typed. The
desired output is a value v := q(H) which is the aggregate computed over all attribute values shared by hosts in the
network.2
3.1. Network model
The hosts communicate over a network that can be represented as an undirected graph G := (H,E), where H is
the set of hosts and E is a set of pairs (h,h′) that describe symmetric neighbor relations between hosts h,h′ ∈ H .
Messages can only be sent in G from a host to its neighbor.
We work with an ad-hoc query model, where the querying host hq may issue an ad-hoc aggregate query for which
the value that is being aggregated by the query cannot be predicted a priori, and may have to be generated at each host
in a query-dependent manner. For example, in a Peer-to-Peer network, a query might ask for the average elapsed time
since a particular song was accessed by the end-user. Such a value will be extracted from the contents of the host on
the receipt of the query. Consequently, we will assume that attribute-value pairs cannot be cached or replicated across
the network.
We assume a relaxed asynchronous model of distributed systems, i.e., there are known upper bounds on process
execution speeds, message transmission delays, and clock drift rates. All of the above bounds can be integrated in a
known universal maximum delay δ between (h,h′) ∈ E. Thus a message generated at time t at a source h will be
received by an alive destination h′ ∈ N(h) by time t + δ.
In this setting, hosts can monitor a neighboring host for failures using heartbeats sent periodically at intervals of
time Thb . If a host h does not receive a heartbeat from its neighbor h′ within Thb + δ time of the last heartbeat, then h
can deduce that there must have been a failure at h′.
Example 3.1. A P2P Network is an overlay on the Internet. Each host in the P2P network maintains a list of its
neighbor hosts’ IP-addresses. Neighbors have a symmetric TCP connection established between them over which
messages can be exchanged. Hosts in a P2P Network are on the Internet and usually synchronize their clocks using
NTP [26] attaining accuracies within a few milliseconds.
Each sensor in a Sensor Network has a unique MAC address [32]. Each sensor is equipped with a wireless radio
which is used to transmit and receive messages. The messages are transmitted short-range to reduce power consump-
tion. Each message specifies the recipient sensor’s MAC address; all other sensors within range drop messages not
intended for them. Asymmetric links, where sensor h can receive messages from its neighbor h′ but not vice-versa
are detected and ignored by common routing protocols [30]. Hosts in a Sensor Network have their clocks locally
synchronized with their neighbors’ clocks [11].
2 For ease of exposition, we will use h to refer to both the unique identifier of the host and the attribute value being aggregated that is possessed
by the host. The particular use will be clear from context.
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address the case of ad hoc queries, we assume that the values of hosts might depend on the query issued at host hq .
Consider, for instance, a Peer-to-Peer network, in which hosts maintain large datasets, and queries might be aggregates
over values that can be produced in an ad hoc fashion from the datasets of the hosts. Motivated by the observation
that the values of the hosts are query-dependent we assume that the values are not known prior to receiving the query.
Consequently, the hosts are also not aware of the values of their neighbor hosts since this would imply replicating the
whole dataset of their neighbors. This is an assumption that we are going to use in some of our proofs.
3.2. Dynamism model
In a dynamic network, hosts join or leave the network at will. A host that leaves the network is called a failed host
and does not participate in the network protocol anymore. The graph G is updated when a host joins or leaves, and the
neighborhood sets are updated dynamically. We use Ht to denote the set of hosts, and Dt the diameter of G at time t .
We assume that a message sent from a host to an alive neighbor is reliably delivered. However, we will be con-
cerned about overlay network partitions, where the network G becomes disconnected due to host failures, making it
impossible for some hosts to communicate with each other when using multi-hop message routes in G.
Example 3.2. Hosts in a P2P Network join the network when the end-user activates the P2P application. Hosts can
leave the network when the end-user deactivates the application, terminates network connectivity, or switches the
computer off. Hosts communicate using TCP/IP which ensures reliable in-order delivery of messages.
Hosts in a Sensor Network join the network when the in-built timer sets on. Hosts can leave the network when
they “die” due to battery-failure, software exceptions, hardware faults, etc. [12]. Although link failures are much more
common in Sensor Networks resulting in message losses [8], poor quality links can be detected and ignored while
routing multi-hop messages [40].
Information networks have been shown to exhibit the small world phenomenon [21] where D grows extremely
slowly with |H |. For instance, the social network had D = 6 in 1967 [24] and Gnutella had D = 12 in 2001 [33].
4. Aggregate query semantics
An in-network query processing algorithm has to cope with dynamism as hosts join and leave the network unpre-
dictably. In this section, we define a model for query processing that associates semantics with query results even in
the event of changes in the host set H during processing. We analyze its computability characteristics and extend it to
the continuous query and approximate query domains.
4.1. One-time query semantics
In the in-network query processing schemes, each host manages its own attribute values, and participates in query
processing by sending only relevant data over the network. A user issues an aggregate query at one of the hosts hq .
The query is processed in two phases. In the first (Broadcast) phase, hq floods the query in G as each host forwards
the query to its neighbors.3 The hosts on receiving the query initiate the second (Convergecast) phase, during which
the query is processed and a result is returned to host hq .
Suppose that a user issues an aggregate query from hq at time 0 for which an in-network algorithm declares the
result to be a value v at time T . What semantics would be desirable on such a value v?
We will start our discussion by requiring the strictest semantics. We will analyze such a requirement to understand
the reasons for its infeasibility. We will then relax the requirement until we arrive at one that is indeed computable. We
will see that dynamism and distribution together cause fundamental uncertainty in both the time and operands over
which a query is performed.
3 The query may first be routed to a relevant sub-network and then flooded to only hosts in the sub-network.
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The strictest semantics that we can require is to have v corresponding to an evaluation of the query for some
snapshot of the network. Formally, we desire that the result returned be the exact value of the aggregate query at some
time instant t in the interval [0, T ]. The following theorem shows that it is impossible to devise an algorithm that can
guarantee such semantics.
Theorem 4.1. There is no algorithm in the relaxed asynchronous model with reliable ordered communication that
satisfies Snapshot Validity.
Proof. Assume for contradiction that there is an algorithm A∗ that achieves Snapshot Validity for some t in [0, T ].
Consider a run of the algorithm A∗ on G constructed as follows. Arrange k+1 hosts labeled h0, h1, . . . , hk in a chain.
Host h0 initiates A∗ at time 0 by flooding the query in G. For any such t , a chain of new hosts labeled h′2, h′3, . . . , h′k
can join G at h1 at instant t −1. Then, Ht = {h0, h1, . . . , hk, h′2, h′3, . . . , h′k}. However, h′k becomes aware of the query
only by t + k−1 by when the value at h′k may have changed. Thus, h′k is unable to contribute its value of time t to A∗,
resulting in a contradiction. 
The negative result for Snapshot Validity suggests us to think about properties that can be associated with the
state of the network {H0,H1, . . . ,HT } over the interval in which the query was being processed. Let HI =⋂Tt=0 Ht
(Intersect) denote the set of hosts that were alive at all instants and HU =⋃Tt=0 Ht (Union) denote the set of hosts
that were alive at some instant during the query processing interval.
Interval Validity: An algorithm that computes an aggregate query must guarantee that v = q(H) for some set H
such that HI ⊆ H ⊆ HU .
Interval Validity requires that v reflect data values that were in the network during query processing. The set HI
consists of all hosts that were in G during the entire query processing interval, while HU additionally includes hosts
that may have joined or left G while the query was being processed. We now require that the result be v = q(H) for
some HI ⊆ H ⊆ HU . The following theorem shows that, once again, no algorithm can guarantee such semantics.
Theorem 4.2. There is no algorithm in the relaxed asynchronous model with reliable ordered communication that
satisfies Interval Validity.
Proof. Consider a network G with a host h which is 1-connected to hq implying that there exists a host h′ whose
failure disconnects h from hq . Notice that hq cannot communicate with h along G if h′ fails. If h′ fails at instant 1 in
the Broadcast phase before q has reached h′, the alive host h will never receive the query, and hence will be unable to
contribute its attribute value to the final query result v.
Assume for contradiction that there is an algorithm A∗ that achieves Interval Validity. Consider a network G′ that
has all hosts and edges in G except h and its edges. Notice that H ′I = HI − {h} and H ′U = HU − {h} where H ′I and
H ′U are defined for G′. Let A∗ be executed on both networks G and G′, and in both cases h′ fails as discussed earlier.
It is easy to see that A∗ will return the same answer v = q(H) for both G and G′. However, H = H ′I ⊂ HI implying
H ⊂ HI ⊂ HU , a contradiction. 
The contradiction for Interval Validity motivates us to think about network connectivity. The Broadcast phase starts
from the host hq and disseminates the query across the network. The Convergecast phase collects attribute values in
the network and returns an answer to hq . We want v to reflect the data values possessed by hosts that were reachable
from hq during both phases. As before, we can define a lower bounding host set HC and an upper bounding set HU
and require that v = q(H), where HC ⊆ H ⊆ HU . The set HU is defined as before, namely HU =⋃Tt=0 Ht . The
definition of HC is as follows: let ph = 〈h0, h1, . . . , hk〉 be a path from host h0 = h ∈ G to the querying host hk = hq .
The path ph is called stable if all the hosts h0, . . . , hk , and all connections (hi, hi+1), i = 0, . . . , k− 1 are alive during
the time interval [0, T ]. The set HC consist of hosts h such that there is at least one stable path from h to hq .
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	 On issue of query q at host hq
Send Broadcast message [hq , q] to all neighbors
M := {hq }
Set Timer to expire after 2D̂δ
while (Timer not expired) {
	 On receipt of attribute value a from h
M := M ∪ {a}
}
Output v = q(M)
Terminate
	 On receipt of query q at host h = hq
Send Broadcast message [hq , q] to all neighbors
Send attribute value to hq
Terminate
Fig. 2. ALLREPORT achieves Single-Site Validity.
Next we define D̂h to be length of the shortest stable path from each host h ∈ HC to hq , and we also define the
stable diameter D̂ = maxhq maxh∈HC D̂h, that is, the longest stable path among all hosts h ∈ HC . The stable diameter
D̂ can be as large as the size of the network, but in real-world scenarios it is much smaller and comparable to the
diameter D of the network, which in turn grows very slowly with the size of the network, e.g., see [2]. Thus, we
assume that it is possible to overestimate D̂ by a reasonably small constant.
Single-Site Validity: An algorithm that computes an aggregate query must guarantee that v = q(H) for some set H
such that HC ⊆ H ⊆ HU .
The following theorem assures us that an algorithm that guarantees Single-Site Validity can be devised. In fact,
the proof of the theorem is constructive and presents a simple, though inefficient, algorithm to achieve the above
semantics.
Theorem 4.3. There is an algorithm in the relaxed asynchronous model with reliable ordered communication that
satisfies Single-Site Validity.
Proof. Consider the ALLREPORT algorithm presented in Fig. 2 which is initiated by hq flooding the query in G. Each
host that receives the query sends its attribute value to hq . Host hq collects value reports into a set M until T = 2D̂δ
time, when it declares the result to be v = q(M).
To prove the upper bound on M , we note that a host sends its value to hq only upon receiving the Broadcast
message. Such a host must clearly have been alive in [0, T ] implying the upper bound. To prove the lower bound on
M , we need to show that all hosts in HC must have sent their values to hq by time T . By definition, we know that for
each host h ∈ HC , its shortest stable path Ph is a path on which the query can propagate. Thus, a host h in HC will
receive the Broadcast message after Dh  D̂ steps, and its value will be received at hq by time T . 
The ALLREPORT algorithm explores the network starting from hq . The querying host progressively builds its own
“view” of the network G over the time during which the query result is computed. As observed from hq , all joins and
leaves of hosts can be viewed as occurring before query processing started or after query processing ended, with H
being alive in G during the entire query processing interval. Since the result is based on the view from a single host,
we name such a guarantee Single-Site Validity.
4.2. Continuous query semantics
Until now, we have assumed that the aggregate query is a one-time query. However, aggregate queries are also a key
component of online monitoring applications. Queries in such applications are long-running and periodic, allowing
users to receive results at hq continuously [5].
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time T . In this setting, what semantics would be desirable on the result vt received at hq at time t in [0, T ]? It is easy
to see that the impossibility results of Snapshot and Interval Validity that hold for one-time query evaluation carry
over to the continuous domain. Single-Site Validity is still feasible but, as we discuss next, a naive adaptation results
in extremely weak semantics. The long-running characteristic of the query allows for 0  t  T . The resulting HC
considered over a long interval [0, t] could easily become empty in a dynamic network. In such a case, Single-Site
Validity degenerates to a trivial requirement: the answer received at t must be vt = q(H) for some set H such that
∅ ⊆ H ⊆ HU .
Keeping in mind the computability results derived for one-time queries, we require that v reflects the attribute
values possessed by hosts reachable from hq during a recent interval of length W . For the interval [t − W, t], let
HU =⋃ti=t−W Hi denote the set of hosts that were active at some instant during this interval. Let HC be comprised
of hosts that have at least one path to hq stable during the above interval. We now insist that vt = q(H) for HC ⊆
H ⊆ HU . It is easy to see that no such algorithm can be devised for W < maxti=t−W {Diδ}. Then, for a sufficiently
large and explicitly stated W , an algorithm must satisfy the following requirement.
Continuous Single-Site Validity: An algorithm that computes a continuous aggregate query must guarantee that
vt = q(H) for some set H where HC ⊆ H ⊆ HU defined over the interval [t −W, t].
4.3. Approximate query semantics
In the previous sections we considered precise semantics for query results. There can be scenarios where a “quick
and dirty” answer is acceptable and efficient approximate algorithms can be designed for such cases. Nevertheless,
we believe that the semantics should be fixed and the approximation should be quantified and conveyed to the user.
Conversely, the user may insist on specifying the level of imprecision that can be tolerated. The following requirement
can then be imposed on such approximate algorithms.
Approximate Single-Site Validity: An algorithm that computes an aggregate query must guarantee that the answer
v satisfies (1 − ε)q(H)  v  (1 + ε)q(H) with probability at least 1 − ζ , for some HC ⊆ H ⊆ HU , 0 < ε < 1
and 0 < ζ < 1.
A simple modification of ALLREPORT demonstrates that Approximate Single-Site Validity can be achieved in
specific scenarios. Consider the problem of estimating the size |H | of the network G. In the modified algorithm
(RANDOMIZEDREPORT), given parameters ε and ζ , hq floods a message containing an additional parameter p 
4
ε2n
ln 2
ζ
during Broadcast. Each host that receives the message sends a 1 to hq with probability p. Host hq collects
reports into a set M until time T = 2D̂δ, and then declares the result to be v = |M|/p. The result can be shown
to satisfy Approximate Single-Site Validity, and was obtained using (1 − p)|H | fewer messages than the number of
messages used by ALLREPORT.
4.4. Analysis of current solutions
ALLREPORT can be used to achieve one-time and continuous, and RANDOMIZEDREPORT to achieve approximate,
Single-Site Validity. However, the two algorithms perform the “least” in-network processing possible. ALLREPORT
was studied as a naive solution (Direct Delivery) for query processing on Sensor Networks by Yao and Gehrke [38].
Experimental results showed that the number of messages needed to route attribute values to hq across G and the
bandwidth requirements imposed on hosts in the neighborhood of hq are quite large. Direct Delivery thus pays a high
price in terms of communication costs.
Can we do better than ALLREPORT while achieving Single-Site Validity? Previous work suggests several algo-
rithms that increase the “degree” of in-network processing to reduce communication costs. In such works, hosts are
organized into an edge-subset network during Broadcast. The two most popular examples are SPANNINGTREE [14,22,
38–40] and DIRECTEDACYCLICGRAPH [7,22]. In a SPANNINGTREE protocol, hosts are organized into a spanning
tree rooted at hq during Broadcast. In the Convergecast phase, relevant attribute values are selected at hosts, and par-
tial aggregates are propagated up from the leaf hosts to hq along the tree. It has been observed that SPANNINGTREE
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A DIRECTEDACYCLICGRAPH protocol remedies this by providing each host with up to k parents, thus organizing
the hosts into a directed acyclic graph.
Let us consider the communication costs of the above best-effort algorithms. Communication between hosts in
both protocols requires small fixed-size messages. The Broadcast phase requires |E| messages to flood the query
in G. The Convergecast phase requires O(|H |) messages in SPANNINGTREE protocol and O(k|H |) messages in
DIRECTEDACYCLICGRAPH protocol.
It is easy to see that both these protocols forsake query semantics for communication efficiency. Example 1.1
presented an instance where SPANNINGTREE fails to satisfy Single-Site Validity in the presence of host failures.
A similar example can be constructed for DIRECTEDACYCLICGRAPH as well. In fact, the following theorem shows
that both protocols may return results that are arbitrarily bad.
Theorem 4.4. For each e 2, there exist instances of G and hq such that SPANNINGTREE and DIRECTEDACYCLIC-
GRAPH return v = q(H) with H ⊂ HC and |H | 1e |HC |.
Proof. We will prove the above for SPANNINGTREE on an instance of G and hq with error e = 2. The reader may
verify that similar instances can be generated for e > 2 and runs of DIRECTEDACYCLICGRAPH. Consider a network
G constructed as follows. Arrange 2n + 2 hosts labeled h0, h1, . . . , h2n+1 in a cycle, with a host h2n+2 connected to
the cycle at hn+1 by a single edge. Host h0 initiates SPANNINGTREE which creates 2 chains rooted at h0. Without
loss of generality, let h1 be the neighbor of h0 in the longer chain. If h1 fails after Broadcast, Convergecast will return
v = q(H) where H is the set of hosts in the smaller chain. For this run, |HC | = |HU −{h1}| = 2n+2 and |H | n+1
yielding e = 2. 
5. Achieving Single-Site Validity
We now present a simple in-network algorithm, WILDFIRE, that achieves Single-Site Validity for aggregation
queries (minimum, maximum, count, sum and average). The protocol requires us to define new “duplicate-insensitive”
count and sum operators which are proposed and analyzed in Section 5.2. Efficiency of the protocol is discussed in
Section 5.3. Continuous Approximate Single-Site Validity for a class of count queries is considered in Section 5.4.
5.1. WILDFIRE protocol
As before, our protocol can be separated into two phases: Broadcast and Convergecast. A formal description of
these two phases is given in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. We say that a host is inactive at time t if it is not participating
in the protocol at that time; otherwise it is active. At the start of the protocol, hq is active, while all other hosts are
inactive. Each active host h maintains a partial aggregate Ah which is initiated on transition to the active state. The
initial value of Ah is set to be the relevant attribute value at the host h for minimum and maximum queries. We defer
the discussion of initializing Ah for count and sum queries to Section 5.2.
Host hq initiates Broadcast by sending a message containing the query, the initiating time 0 and an overestimate of
network stable diameter D̂ to all its neighbors. A host which receives the Broadcast message checks if it is inactive. If
so, the host changes state to active, initializes Ah and sends the message to all its neighbors. Otherwise, the host merely
drops the message. The Broadcast phase completes when all hosts have received the query and the two parameters.
Notice that unlike previous works, Broadcast does not construct any edge-subset network.
PROTOCOL WILDFIRE-PHASE I
	 On receipt of Broadcast message [q,0, D̂]
	 at h = hq from h′ at time t
if (h is inactive & t < 2D̂δ) {
Change state to active
Initialize Ah
Send Broadcast message [q,0, D̂] to neighbors
}
Fig. 3. Broadcast phase in WILDFIRE protocol.
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	 On receipt of Convergecast message [q,Ah′ ]
	 at h from h′ at time t
if (t  2D̂δ) {
Anew
h
:= Combine(q,Ah,Ah′ )
	 Propagate Anew
h
in the network
if (Anew
h
= Ah) {
Ah := Anewh
Send Convergecast message [q,Ah] to neighbors
} else if (Ah = Ah′ ) {
Send Convergecast message [q,Ah] to h′
}
} else Terminate
Fig. 4. Convergecast phase in WILDFIRE protocol.
Fig. 5. P2P Network with 4 hosts on which w initiates WILDFIRE to compute maximum value possessed. The messages sent at time instants (a)
t = 0, (b) t = 1 and (c) t = 2 are shown.
A host transitions into Convergecast when it becomes active. An active host sends its partial aggregate to all
its neighbors.4 An active host h that receives a partial aggregate Ah′ from its neighbor h′ recomputes its own partial
aggregate Ah using a query-dependent “combine” function. The combine function for minimum and maximum queries
is the query itself; the discussion for count and sum queries is deferred to Section 5.2. If the host detects a change in
its partial aggregate, it sends the new Ah to all its neighbors. Each host continues to participate in Convergecast until
2D̂δ time. At the end of Convergecast, hq declares its partial aggregate to be the query result.
Example 5.1. Consider the P2P Network with attribute values as shown in Fig. 5(a). At time 0, host w initiates
WILDFIRE to compute the maximum value possessed by hosts in the network. Host w becomes active, sets its partial
aggregate Aw = 5 and sends a Broadcast message containing the query (maximum), initialization time 0, and an
overestimate of the stable diameter D̂ = 3 to x and y, piggybacking Aw = 5 on the message.
At time 1, x and y receive the message, become active and set their partial aggregates Ax = 15 and Ay = 1. Host
x now computes its new partial aggregate Ax = max(Aw,Ax) = 15. Host x forwards to z the Broadcast message with
Ax = 15. Host x sends its Ax value to w as well. Similarly, host y forwards the Broadcast message to z with Ay = 5.
Host y received its new Ay value from w, so it skips sending the value back to w.
At time 2, host z becomes active and sets Az = 25. It computes its new Az = max(5,15,25), and sends Az = 25
to x and y. Host w, meanwhile, computes its Aw = max(15,5), detects a change and sends Aw = 15 to y.
At time 3, host x computes its new Ax = 25 and sends it to w. Host y computes its new Ay = max(15,25,5) and
sends it to w as well.
At time 4, host w computes its new Aw = max(15,25). No messages are sent anymore, and at time T = 2D̂ =
2 × 3 = 6, w declares v = Aw = 25 as the query result.
4 The first Convergecast message sent by a host to its neighbors can be piggybacked on the Broadcast message it sent.
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insensitive. We also note that if either x or y had failed, w would still obtain z’s value. If both x and y had failed, w
would output v = 5, but this is acceptable as HC = {w}. In fact, we can show that WILDFIRE guarantees Single-Site
Validity for duplicate-insensitive aggregate operators.
Theorem 5.1. WILDFIRE guarantees Single-Site Validity for minimum and maximum queries.
Proof. Consider a host h that possesses the answer (maximum or minimum attribute value) for the query (maximum
or minimum query respectively). Let h be connected to hq through a stable path P of length at most L. The Broadcast
message takes time at most Lδ to reach h, and the attribute value at h takes time at most Lδ to reach hq . Every host
h′ ∈ P will transmit the Broadcast message since there are no failures on P . Similarly, every host h′ on path P will
transmit the value from h back to hq . If host h ∈ HC , then by definition, h has a path P to hq with L D̂. Further,
only hosts h ∈ HU participate in query processing implying v = q(H) for some HC ⊆ H ⊆ HU . 
5.2. Duplicate-insensitive AGGREGATE operators
The hurdle in using WILDFIRE to compute count and sum aggregates is that the conventional combine function (+)
for both is duplicate sensitive. We now propose duplicate-insensitive combine functions for count and sum adapted
from an algorithm by Flajolet and Martin [13]. We begin with a description of the original algorithm (FM).
The FM algorithm takes as input a set M of values drawn from a domain V , and outputs an estimate of the number
of distinct elements in M . Before counting, c vectors B1,B2, . . . ,Bc of length O(log |V |) bits each are initialized
to 0. The algorithm also generates c random functions map1,map2, . . . ,mapc, with mapi :V → [0,2 log |V |]. Each
function mapi has an exponential distribution: half the elements in V are mapped to 0, a quarter to 1, an eighth to 2,
and so on. The algorithm then makes a single pass over M and for each element v ∈ M and each Bi,1  i  c, the
corresponding bv = mapi (v) bit is set to 1. At the end of the pass, the lowest-order bit zi in each Bi that is still 0 is
identified. The average value z =∑ci=1 zi/c is computed and 2z/0.78 is returned as the answer.
Lemma 5.1. (Alon et al. [3]) For every c > 2, given a set M of elements drawn from a set V of size n, the FM algorithm
outputs an estimate m̂ of the number of distinct elements m in M such that Pr( 1
c
 m̂
m
 c) 1 − 2
c
.
Observe that FM sets one specific bit for each element v ∈ M in each of the c vectors B1,B2, . . . ,Bc . An equivalent
process is to create c vectors Bv1 ,B
v
2 , . . . ,B
v
c (each with a specific bit set to 1) for each element v ∈ M , and then
logically OR the |M| vectors to obtain the final B1,B2, . . . ,Bc .
The above observation forms the basis of our adaptation of FM for distributed count. The input to this distributed
procedure consists of a set M of values distributed across |M| hosts. Host hq initiates Broadcast and includes para-
meter c in its message. On receipt of the Broadcast message, each host creates c vectors Bh1 ,B
h
2 , . . . ,B
h
c . Each host
now pretends to have an element distinct from other hosts by simulating map1,map2, . . . ,mapc as follows. A total of
c fair coin toss sequences are generated (Pr[Head] = Pr[Tail] = 0.5), each of which ends when the first Head in
the sequence is observed. Host h sets bi bit in Bhi to 1 where bi is the index of the last Tail in the ith sequence. Note
that the lengths of coin toss sequences have an exponential distribution as required by FM: half the hosts have bi = 0,
a quarter have bi = 1, an eighth have bi = 2, and so on.
The final vectors B1,B2, . . . ,Bc are to be obtained by performing a logical OR of the corresponding vectors across
the M hosts. Since OR is a duplicate-insensitive operator, we can use WILDFIRE to assure Single-Site Validity of
the final vectors. Each active host initializes its partial aggregate Ah := (Bh1 ,Bh2 , . . . ,Bhc ). On transition into the
Convergecast phase, each host sends its Ah to its neighbors. On receiving a partial aggregate from its neighbor, a host
recomputes its new Ah using logical OR of the vectors as the combine function. The reader may note that by the end
of Convergecast, the partial aggregate at hq will be the final (B1,B2, . . . ,Bc) vectors. At the end of Convergecast, hq
identifies the lowest-order bits zi in Bi that are still 0. The average value ẑ =∑ci=1 zi/c is computed and 2̂z/0.78 is
returned as the count.
Our distributed sum procedure is similar to our count adaptation of FM. The sum takes as input a set M of values
drawn from [0,V ] distributed across |M| hosts, with one value h at each host. The final output is an estimate of the
sum of elements in M . Host hq initiates Broadcast and includes parameters c and logM in its message. On receipt of
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h
2 , . . . ,B
h
c of size O(log |M||V |) each. Each host now pretends to have h
elements distinct from other hosts and runs the count procedure h times. Let the count procedure for the ith (1 i  h)
element generate vectors Bh,i1 ,B
h,i
2 , . . . ,B
h,i
c . The host then sets its vectors Bh1 ,B
h
2 , . . . ,B
h
c to be a logical OR of the
count vectors: Bhj =
∨h
i=1 B
h,i
j where 1 j  c. Once the vectors are initialized, hosts participate in Convergecast as
before. At the end of Convergecast, hq computes ẑ =∑ci=1 zi/c as before and reports 2̂z/0.78 as the sum.
The sum procedure requires hq to include an estimate lM of log |M| in its Broadcast message. This parameter is
used by hosts merely to fix the size of their bit-vectors, and has no bearing on the accuracy of the final answer as
long as lM  log |M|. Host hq can thus overestimate lM (e.g., 32). Since log |M| grows slowly with M , and M ⊆ H ,
lM = 32 will not be adequate only if the size of network |H | > 232.
Theorem 5.2. For every c > 2, given a set H , our count and sum procedures output an estimate v̂ of the actual value
v such that Pr[ 1
c
 v̂
v
 c] 1 − 2
c
.
Proof. The proof for the count procedure follows from Lemma 5.1 when we observe that the procedure counts the
number of distinct elements in M . The count procedure can be used to obtain sum if we view value m at a host
as contributing m distinct elements to the input set M . A direct application of count would require each host to
communicate m bit-vectors. Instead, each host h can perform a logical OR of its local m bit-vectors to produce a
single set of vectors Bh1 ,B
h
2 , . . . ,B
h
c that represent m elements as indicated. 
Theorem 5.3. The WILDFIRE(q, D̂) algorithm guarantees Approximate Single-Site Validity within a factor c with
probability at least 1 − 2
c
for the class of count, sum or average queries.
5.3. Discussion
The WILDFIRE protocol discussed in Section 5.1 provides a framework for processing aggregate queries in dy-
namic networks. The main idea of the technique lies in selecting appropriate combine operators to ensure small
messages and duplicate-insensitive processing. We presented such operators for count and sum queries. Can such op-
erators be designed for other interesting classes of queries? In recent work, Kempe et al. [19] explored such operators
for estimating join sizes, Lp norms and histograms while designing novel gossip-based algorithms. We believe that
investigating the applicability and performance of such work in our framework will be an interesting direction of
future research.
At first glance, it appears that the WILDFIRE protocol is inefficient. In the worst case, every host will observe an
update to its partial aggregate at every time instant during the query processing interval. Each update causes a host
to propagate its new partial aggregates to its neighbors causing a worst-case traffic of 2D̂|E| messages as opposed to
|E| + |H | in SPANNINGTREE.
Experiments on real-life networks (Section 6), however, demonstrate that such worst-case behavior is rarely ob-
served as early aggregation reduces updates at hosts. In addition, WILDFIRE can be engineered to improve efficiency:
a host at distance l from hq can participate in the Convergecast phase until time (2D̂ − l + 1)δ instead of the 2D̂δ
time indicated in Fig. 4. WILDFIRE can also leverage domain capabilities: the broadcast ability of wireless medium
in Sensor Networks allows a host to send its partial aggregate to all its neighbors by a single message, reducing the
worst-case cost to 2D̂|H |.
5.4. Continuous approximate count queries
We now turn our attention to scenarios where a “quick and dirty” answer is acceptable. We consider the problem of
estimating the size of the network. An accurate estimate of |H | can be computed using count with WILDFIRE which
requires O(|E|) messages. Are there valid schemes that return a coarser answer at a lesser price?
We can design schemes specific to a protocol to produce such estimates efficiently. For example, some P2P pro-
tocols [23,34,36] assign random identifiers to hosts and place them along a ring of unit length. Each host manages a
segment on the ring between its own identifier and that of its immediate clockwise predecessor. A network size esti-
mate on these networks can be deduced using the following insight [23]. Let Xs denote the sum of segment lengths
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Xs
is an unbiased estimator for |H |. It can be shown that such an estimate
satisfies Approximate Single-Site Validity under the following assumptions:
(1) Sampling is “instantaneous” with respect to host lifetimes.
(2) Every host in the network has the same probability of leaving the network at each instant.
Are there schemes for processing size estimate queries in dynamic networks that are not protocol-specific? We
now present one that enables Continuous Approximate Single-Site Validity for estimates of |H | and makes minimal
assumptions on the network protocol. The key insight behind the scheme is to view dynamic networks as an “evolving
ecology.” Ecologists have long studied models for animal abundance and its dynamics. The Jolly–Seber model for
interpreting Capture–Recapture experiments in open ecologies has occupied a central place in such studies. We outline
an interpretation of the model in our context, directing the interested reader to an excellent monograph by Pollock et
al. [31] for an exact analysis and experimental studies.
The scheme assumes that the network protocol provides a “black-box” operation, which when invoked from hq ,
returns s random hosts from H ⊇ HC . For example, some P2P networks have expander graph topologies [20,29].
On such graphs, the operation would perform s random walks of length O(log |H |) each to reach s random hosts.
Specifically, the scheme makes the following assumptions:
(1) Every host in the network has the same probability of occurring in a sample.
(2) Sampling is “instantaneous” with respect to host lifetimes.
(3) Every host in the network has the same probability of leaving the network at each instant.
The scheme samples hosts at periodic intervals. Let the sample sets of hosts be N1,N2, . . . , where Nt is the sample
set taken at the t th interval. Let Mt denote a subset of hosts that are “alive” during the time in which the sample set Nt
is obtained; we refer to the hosts in Mt as marked hosts. We assume that the querying host maintains such a subset of
alive hosts, and we discuss shortly this assumption. Now let mt be the number of marked hosts that are found in the
sample Nt , that is, mt = |Mt ∩ Nt |. Assuming that the scheme assumptions are valid, then the proportion of marked
hosts in the population is equal to the proportion of the marked hosts in the sample. If Ht is the set of hosts in the t th
interval, then
mt
|Nt | 
|Mt |
|Ht | ,
yielding an empirical estimate for the size of the network as
Ĥt = |Mt ||Nt |
mt
.
To analyse the error of the above estimate we can apply standard methodology from Chernoff bounds [27]. In partic-
ular, the number mt of marked hosts in the sample is a random variable with expectation |Nt | |Mt ||Ht | , so we can obtain a
guarantee of
(1 − )|Nt | |Mt ||Ht | mt  (1 + )|Nt |
|Mt |
|Ht | ,
with probability 1 − δ, for a given δ. By taking inverses of the above inequalities, multiplying with |Nt ||Mt |, and
assuming that 11− ≈ 1 + , which holds for small values of , we have
(1 − )|Ht | Ĥt  (1 + )|Ht |.
In the above approximation, we require the probability of success to be least 1 − δ, and, as it can be shown from
standard Chernoff bound arguments, the approximation holds with such probability if the number of samples satisfies
|Nt | 4
2ρt
ln
2
δ
,
where ρt = |Mt ||Ht | is the fraction of the marked hosts in the population at time interval t . The parameters  and δ are
selected by the user according to the specific requirements on accuracy and probability of success. Notice that if ρt is
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√|Ht |, meaning that the number of marked hosts Mt is √|Ht |, then the size of the sample set Nt should be
Ω(
√|Ht |). Of course, the quantity |Ht | is unknown and thus one cannot calculate precisely the required sizes of the
sets Mt and Nt . However, in practice, a very crude estimate on |Ht | can be very useful in setting the parameters of the
algorithm, for instance, the estimate Ĥt−1 from the previous time instance can be used.
It remains to discuss how the querying host maintains the set of marked hosts Mt . In fact, this task can be performed
very easily by using hosts sampled in the previous time intervals. At the beginning of the t th time interval the querying
host hq forms a set of candidate marked hosts M ′t = Mt−1 ∪ Nt−1. Then, hq probes all hosts in M ′t and forms Mt
as the set of alive hosts in M ′t . If the set Mt grows more than required, hq can arbitrarily remove hosts from the set.
Initially, we have M1 = ∅ so the estimation begins from the second time interval.
6. Empirical evaluation
In this section, we compare WILDFIRE, SPANNINGTREE and DIRECTEDACYCLICGRAPH protocols on real-life
and synthetic networks. We also evaluate the accuracy of duplicate-insensitive count and sum (Section 5.2). Our
implementation of DIRECTEDACYCLICGRAPH uses the distributed count and sum operators; WILDFIRE uses the
two optimizations discussed in Section 5.3. Our simulations show the following results.
(A) The sum and count operators show high accuracy with a few repetitions (small c values).
(B) WILDFIRE satisfies Single-Site Validity across different degrees of dynamism while SPANNINGTREE and DI-
RECTEDACYCLICGRAPH deteriorate rapidly.
(C) WILDFIRE pays a 5 times higher communication cost compared to the efficient best-effort SPANNINGTREE.
(D) WILDFIRE pays most of the communication cost early in Convergecast. This observation leads to fine tuning
heuristics.
6.1. Network topology
Each host h in G possesses an attribute value that is drawn from a Zipfian distribution in the range [10,500]. The
network G was set to be one of the following.
(A) Gnutella is a real-life network topology with |H | = 39,046 obtained from a crawl of Gnutella [10].
(B) Random is a synthetic network topology with |H | = 40K constructed by placing an edge between pairs of hosts
with uniform probability such that average degree is 5.
(C) Power-law is a synthetic network topology with |H | = 40K constructed to have a power-law distribution (γ =
2.9) in host degrees [4].
(D) Grid is a Sensor Network synthetic topology constructed by placing |H | = 10K hosts in a 100 × 100 grid. Each
host has hosts in the enclosing 2-unit square as its neighbors.
6.2. Dynamism model
Single-Site Validity requires that v = q(H) for some HC ⊆ H ⊆ HU . Of the two bounds, HC is the more interest-
ing, as hosts that join G after hq initiated Broadcast may or may not contribute to v. Hence we do not model host joins
in our simulations. We model host failures by removing a total of R randomly selected hosts from G at a uniform rate
during [t0, tn]. The value of R is varied from 256 to 4096 to characterize different degrees of dynamism.
As a frame of reference, an ORACLE was devised that observes all events in G. The ORACLE detects reachability
of each host from hq , and using this information it computes HC and HU as the lower and upper bounds of Single-Site
Validity. Clearly, such an ORACLE is not feasible in practice.
6.3. Efficiency measures
We consider the following measures of performance while evaluating the efficiency of a protocol.
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(A) Communication cost of a protocol is the sum of the number of messages sent between any host pairs (h,h′)
in E. We note that all the protocols considered here involve fixed size messages. The communication cost is thus
proportional to the actual byte traffic generated by the protocol.
(B) Computation cost at a host h is the number of messages processed at h. The computation cost of a protocol is the
maximum computation cost among all hosts in G.
(C) Time cost of a protocol is the length of the longest chain of messages that occurs before the protocol terminates.
The chain starts at hq with the initiation of Broadcast. Each subsequent message in the chain is generated on the
receipt of the preceding one.
6.4. Accuracy of sum and count operators
We start with an evaluation of the accuracy of the count and sum operators. We generated a set M of Zipf-distributed
elements in the range [10,500] with |M| as 210,212 and 214 to simulate different orders of magnitude of operands.
On this set M , we used count to estimate the number, and sum to estimate the total sum of elements. The ratio of
the estimate m̂ and the actual answer m represents the accuracy of the operators. Values of m̂/m < 1 constitute an
underestimate, m̂/m > 1 constitute an overestimate, while m̂/m = 1 represents perfect accuracy. Figure 6 shows the
accuracy ratios of operators (Y -axis) against the number of repetitions c performed (X-axis). We observe that the
ratio quickly converges to 1 as c increases, indicating that count and sum produce accurate estimates. Moreover, the
number of repetitions required are small (≈ 8), implying that WILDFIRE can be used for count and sum queries with
small values of c. A small c value leads to a correspondingly small cost in computing the c bit-vectors at each host,
and small sized messages (containing the c Bi values each of size 32b) sent during Convergecast.
6.5. Achieving Single-Site Validity
We next study the behavior of the SPANNINGTREE, DIRECTEDACYCLICGRAPH and WILDFIRE protocols under
different degrees of dynamism in the network. Figures 7 and 8 plot the query result v (Y -axis) against the number
R of host departures (X-axis) for count and sum queries respectively on the Gnutella topology. The average answers
returned by the protocols over 10 trials are plotted with a 95% confidence interval. The DIRECTEDACYCLICGRAPH
points are drawn for k = 2 and k = 3 parents per host.
The curves labeled ORACLE show the upper and lower bounds for Single-Site Validity. Protocols that guarantee
Single-Site Validity will return values within the two bounds. A value v = q(H) less than the lower bound indicates
H ⊂ HC , i.e., there are hosts (HC − H ) that were not included in v even though they were in G during query
processing.
We observe that all protocols return similar counts for low dynamism (small R) in Fig. 7. As dynamism increases,
both SPANNINGTREE and DIRECTEDACYCLICGRAPH fall rapidly below the lower bound for Single-Site Validity.
WILDFIRE continues to return values within the Single-Site Validity bounds even for high dynamism rates (with
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Fig. 8. Sum query on the Gnutella topology.
nearly 10% of the hosts leaving the network). DIRECTEDACYCLICGRAPH does improve over SPANNINGTREE but
is unable to return valid answers as dynamism increases. The protocols behave similarly for v = sum(H) queries as
seen in Fig. 8.
We found that WILDFIRE continues to satisfy Single-Site Validity, while SPANNINGTREE and DIRECTED-
ACYCLICGRAPH struggle to keep up with increasing dynamism on all of our synthetic topologies (Random, Power-
Law and Grid). For example, Fig. 9 shows results for count queries on Grid. We observe that SPANNINGTREE
performs extremely poorly which can be explained as follows. A spanning tree built on Grid has a large depth,
with most of the hosts occupying interior positions in the tree. A removal of any of these interior hosts causes the
non-inclusion of the entire sub-tree rooted at that host. As R increases, query results deteriorate rapidly.
6.6. Price of Single-Site Validity
Recall that SPANNINGTREE and DIRECTEDACYCLICGRAPH are best-effort protocols designed to optimize com-
munication costs. WILDFIRE, on the other hand, guarantees Single-Site Validity. What price does WILDFIRE have
to pay for such valid semantics? We compared the relative performance of the protocols on synthetic topologies for
various network sizes; the communication costs are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. The Y -axis here shows the number of
messages sent against the size |H | of the network on the X-axis.
Figure 10 shows results for a count query on Random topologies. The reader may remember that WILDFIRE
requires D̂ as an input parameter, and executes for 2D̂δ time. We varied the input D̂ > D to study the effects of an
overestimate on communication costs. However, we observe that the WILDFIRE curves for different D̂ (top curves)
overlap, indicating that communication costs are independent of D̂. The DIRECTEDACYCLICGRAPH curve almost
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Fig. 10. Communication costs on Random.
overlaps SPANNINGTREE (bottom curves) as the cost of Broadcast (|E|) dominates that of Convergecast (k|H |). We
observe that WILDFIRE, on the other hand, incurs a 4 times higher communication cost compared to the efficient
SPANNINGTREE.
Figure 10 also shows communication costs incurred by SPANNINGTREE and WILDFIRE on the lone Gnutella
topology we had access to. WILDFIRE incurs 4 times higher communication cost than that of SPANNINGTREE.
A similar scaling was also observed on Power-Law topologies, suggesting that the protocols might have analogous
ratios on real-life networks.
Figure 11 shows the results for queries on Grid topologies. Hosts here were simulated to have broadcast capa-
bilities, allowing a host h to send a message to all its neighbors via a single message. Hence we observe that the
DIRECTEDACYCLICGRAPH curve overlaps SPANNINGTREE as the cost of sending messages to k  1 parents is the
same. WILDFIRE here incurs 5 times the SPANNINGTREE communication costs for count queries.
Figure 11 also shows that the cost for a maximum query on WILDFIRE is smaller than that for count. In fact,
the costs for minimum are smaller than those for SPANNINGTREE! This interesting result can be attributed to the
early aggregation performed by WILDFIRE. The reader may have deduced that the SPANNINGTREE and DIRECTED-
ACYCLICGRAPH will send the same number of messages irrespective of the query type (e.g., a sum query will incur
the same communication cost as a minimum query). Communication costs for WILDFIRE, however, depend both on
the data distribution as well as the query type. Convergecast in WILDFIRE starts as soon as a host becomes active,
before Broadcast has completed. The Broadcast carries with it the minimum value possessed by active hosts. A host
that receives a smaller value than its own attribute value during Broadcast does not send its own attribute value. In
contrast, each host must send a message during Convergecast for SPANNINGTREE, leading to a higher observed cost.
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Fig. 12. Computation cost on Power-Law and Grid.
6.6.1. Computation cost
Figure 12 plots the number of hosts (Y -axis) for each value of computation cost of a host (X-axis) observed during
an evaluation of a count query. For example, the number of hosts that processed X = 22 messages is given by the
corresponding Y value on the curves. The maximum number of messages processed by a host (maximum non-zero X
value) represents the computation cost of a protocol. We observe that on Power-Law, WILDFIRE pays a computation
cost that is 2 times higher than that of SPANNINGTREE; on Random (not shown in the figure) the cost was observed to
be 4 times higher. On both these topologies, WILDFIRE had a similar shaped (distribution) curve as SPANNINGTREE,
except that the curve is shifted right to account for the larger number of messages sent.
The worst performance is observed on Grid, where the computation cost for WILDFIRE is 44 times higher than
the cost of SPANNINGTREE, i.e., there are hosts in Grid that process 44 times more messages during WILDFIRE.
The large computation cost on the Grid topology can be explained as follows. In a SPANNINGTREE protocol, each
message in the Convergecast phase is directed from a host to its parent in the spanning tree. Hence, the computation
cost of each message is exactly 1. In the WILDFIRE protocol, each message is sent by a host to all its 8 neighbors, and
thus it incurs a computation cost that is 8 times higher than the computation cost in SPANNINGTREE. As we saw in
the earlier figure, WILDFIRE requires 5 times more messages than SPANNINGTREE on the Grid topology. As a result,
some host in the Grid topology incurs approximately 40 times the computation costs incurred in SPANNINGTREE.
6.6.2. Time cost
Figure 13(a) shows the time cost of protocols (Y -axis) against network size (X-axis) on Random topologies. SPAN-
NINGTREE provides the least latency. WILDFIRE returns a result at time t0 + 2D̂δ time, which is a constant for a
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Fig. 13. (a) Time cost on Random, (b) number of messages sent by WILDFIRE at each time instant.
given D̂. We observe that increasing D̂ increases time cost proportionally. Recall that an overestimate of D̂ was ob-
served to have no effects on the communication costs for WILDFIRE. The two observations can be explained using
Fig. 13(b) which plots the number of messages sent (Y -axis) per time instant (X-axis) by WILDFIRE for a count query
on the synthetic topologies. In each topology, the number of messages peaks close to Dδ (indicated by arrows), and
decreases to 0 by time 2Dδ. This means that during the overestimate period [2Dδ,2D̂δ], no messages are sent in G
and hence the partial aggregate at hq remains unchanged. Yet, hq cannot declare a result until 2D̂δ time has elapsed.
Thus, time costs suffer while communication costs remain unaffected due to an overestimate of D̂.
A user may decrease query latency by making D̂ closer to D. How can such a good D̂ be deduced? A heuristic is
to initially use WILDFIRE itself with a large D̂ to find the maximum D among hosts in G, and then use the result to
construct D̂ for subsequent queries.
7. Summary and future work
Massive-scale self-administered networks like Peer-to-Peer and Sensor Networks have data distributed across thou-
sands of participating hosts. These networks are highly dynamic with short-lived hosts being the norm rather than an
exception. In such networks, we would like query processing to continue even if a “few” hosts fail. Hence, it becomes
necessary to give a meaning to query results obtained as the network undergoes topology changes and host failures
during the query processing.
We defined Single-Site Validity, a correctness requirement imposed on in-network query processing algorithms,
and discussed its extensions to the continuous and approximate domains. We proposed the WILDFIRE protocol that
achieves Single-Site Validity for duplicate-insensitive queries. We showed how common aggregate queries (maximum,
minimum, count, sum and average) can be adapted to work with WILDFIRE. The protocol pays a 5 times higher price
compared to the most efficient best-effort SPANNINGTREE algorithm.
We believe this work can be extended in several interesting directions. We intend to investigate ways of improving
efficiency of WILDFIRE and its adaptation for achieving Continuous Single-Site Validity. Another promising direction
of future work is the design of duplicate-insensitive operators for complex aggregation queries.
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